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. A NEW ORDER OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT1

By S. P. Marland, Jr.
U.S. Commissioner of Education

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

A1.8. DEPARTMENT DC HEALTH.
EDUCATION WELFARE
OFFICE OF EDUCATOR

THIS MOMENT HAS BEEN REPRO-
DUCED EXACTLY AL RECEIVED FROM
THE PERSON OR CriGABIIZATION ORIG
INATING IT. POINTS OF VIEW OR OPIN-
IONS STATED DO NOT NECESSARILY
REPRESENT C rFICIAL OFFICE OF EDI).
CATION POSITION OR POLICY.

When I received Professor Cruhn's kind invitation to be with you

today, I began to prepare myself to speak to you about what I consider to

be one of the Administration's
most profoundly important educational

initiatives, the National Institute of Education.

in the course of my preparations, I leafed through testimony

prepared for the House Select Subcommittee on Edoution which hes been

coaducting hearings on the Institute.

Ont witness whose paper I read expressei his conviction that

federally sponsored educational research and development would be far

more p!*dUctive than it presently the case if it ware removed from

Office of Education juriediction'end
placed is NrE. in A line Federal

away such pa Ot, he rearmed,
interests change from CoMmiestoner to

Cismilmiener and experimental failure, the quintessence of the research

route to is tends to become unacceptable in the vagaries of
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I am not persuaded that the Office of Education sheds more darkness

than light in the land and yet I agree with his point. If educational

research and development is going to be the success it really most be

in this country, then it cannot exist in the compromised anonymity of the

convectional Federal bureaucracy. The time has clearly come, as President

Nixon proposes, to establish a focus for educational research and

experimentation in the United States. To achieve a genuine'impact on

education's problems, we must create the setting and the atmosphere in

uhich work of this crucial and delicate nature can thrive, funded generously,

isolated from political and administrative whim and dedicated to one

purpose alone -- the discovery and application of new alternatives in education,

The Office of Education has held principal responsibility for

Federal educational research and development since passage of the

'Cooperative Research Act in 1954. Long before that indeed at its origin,

the Office was charged with the assembly of data, certainly a respectable

process of research. The more full-blown research role was greatly

d by the passage of the Elementary and Secondary Phxation Act

if 190$ which established our educational laboratories and research and

..lo ppeit peo;Irs mad thereby gathered. large tea= of talented people.6
of the res0ltine 'Mork has been cmceptional

educational produttaamerging from tilts effort have included

,'SenerairLlettjaoPregisi Sevloyed by 011s Central

,1101110#40* Labitatory in St. Aim, blesouri;
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the Pattelms in Arithmetic program of the University of Wisconsin's

R & D Center for Cognitive Learning, and the Intermediate Science

-

Curriculum Study funded jointly by the'Office of Education and the

National Science Foundation and created at Florida State University.

The national assessment of educational achievement being carried out

by the Education Commission of the States is & major OE research undertaking.

And, of course, there is Sesame Street, surely the best known product

Of our Office of Education research effort. Sesame Street reaches an

estimated seven million children daily at an average cost of$1.29 per

child per year. We are attempting to build on this success by designing

. television instructional programs modeled on Sesame Street, yet directed

at differing age groups with widely varying educational requirements.

For this purpooe wit would stimulate the assembly of other "laboratories"

like Children's Television Workshop, developer of Sesame Street.

I recognise that not all the products I have named are undiluted

'successes. There is in fact, dispute in ths academic and scientific

Communities as to which elelents of these efforts are good and useful and

eh are net: Other comma have yet to be settled. The question,

or example, OfItha.thotld deal with children's early study of mathematics -1.

mathamaticiapo, payohologisti, psychometricians, or mathematics educators -1.

a 40. or 50.0yeschistory of struggle in the United States. One of
- .

thol, !Om purposes of. SR mai be. to reconcile such differences. NIS'

will:001, I hope, a ealfriA0 faster, drawing together all science, academic
, . , .

"ii', sirw$04 of better ddeetion.



The achievements of educational R 4 D have taken place despite

a ratner begrudging commitment in comparison with the effort we makt., as a
! .

Nation in health and agriculture.

--: In 1968 the man-years devoted to research, development, and

innovation in education totaled just 5,390; in health, 59,400, more than

10 times as much.

-- Only a few thousand researchers work on education and most of

those only part-time; in health the figure is many times higher.

Since 1950 the Nation has invusted less than $1 billion in

educatioval research and development at all levels of government; in

that tine, $7 billion has been devoted to agriculture research and $14 billion

to health research. Private industry's research and development investments

have been avva higher. The electrical equipment industry, for example,

spends $4.2 billion a year on R 6< D, the aircraft industry $5.6 billion.

In sum, our successes have been of a very limited kind, tantalizingly

incemplete and inevitably disappointing because, contrasted with them,

the job that 4Jeit undone becomes sore starkly apparent. We have lighted

aims candles 4cd,thny burn brightly in the 114es of thousand.; of

ildinn. But millions of children and adults remain in darkness.

to hint the requirements of these millions, present and future,

11 demand-A.1E4er omens* Phan we have enjoyed to date; it will

nd that we reach for a total and cOntinUing COMMitinfit to the elusive

f0014_ Li *McMinn teaching and learning. Encouraged by

f. WO new propose to leave the infancy

aid EannLopmet,Liinklating through

OC.!1044 develOpmant on a scale to

M ir 1 .ehisatirabal enterprise, fro. preschools



through graduate schools, from the tot just entering upon life --

or, indeed, his prenatal mother -- to the retired businessman seeking

the knowledge he needs for continued useful, productive years.

Although we must await the action of Congress to determine the final

nature and scope ofNIE, we are moving ahead now to develop workable

solutions to some of the hard problems that must be solved before the

Institute can become an operational reality.

How, for example, can we develop an administrative structure that

Will permit the Institute to function efficiently and yet with total
. _ .

creative freedom? Row can we attract and hold the ablest appropriate

scholars of the land and, for that matter, to what shall these men and

women address to their talents, and in what order of priority? Finally,

how will we relate the NIE with the Office of Education without encumbering

it vita the conventions of formal government?

We have established an internal planning group to analyse these

questions and devise a detailed first-year agenda for the agency's program

and organisation. Since this work is still in progress, it is well to

remember that with of the thinking I will describe to you must still be

considered tentative. With that caveat, let me share with you our

al views on how tae all mould operate.

5
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Office of llannation. it will report through the Commissioner of

'tioa to the S.cretary of REV. MIX will be responsible for planning
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The Director of the Institute will be a Presidential level

appointee, according the position the status to recruit a national

figure, commanding the respect to attract the very beat scientists,

educational practitioners, public administrators, and others essential to

the high importance of HIE. Above all, NIE's Director must be capable

of developing solutions to pressing educational problems. He need not be

6

overly concerned with administration and Congressional relations because these

are areas in which the Secretary of HEW and the Commissioner of Education

can play a strong supportive role for N/E without cluttering its affairs

with unnecessary governmental restraints..
. .

The Director will be assisted by a National Advisory Council on

Research and Development. The Council will be involved in

setting general policy fo: NIS and in coordinating its efforts with

Outside agencies such as the National Science Foundation, the Office of

Economic Opportunity, the National Institute of Mental Health, the Office

of Child Development, and 114 on. Some personnel would rotate from NIB

to the Wile of Education and back again to maintain close cooperation

tween the twiSsieter,agencles, bringing real-world experience to NIB

Lag and a high level of knowledge and motivation to the operations
_

of the Offio.

At least two kinds of functioning groups will exist within the
. _

.

. ,

institute, Talk Pores, addreising for problems and Study Groups

satkisig to viderstand the amine og the processes of education at a

li4e1,: 00th ii11 ciewaist ofmat staff people, plus

ittai, 'nedaUltenti amid thertSemi fellows of the institute.



Two parallel efforts will zupplement the task forcer; and study

groups an intramural program of research and development, and a

researcher-training program operating through institutes, fellowships,

and training contracts.

Civil Service Exemption

fever the staff is organized, certain personnel patterns

characteristic of lealaing research and development agencies will emerge.

These distinctive patterns will be made possible in large part by

the bill's authority to hire and compensate technical and professional

staff exempt from 6ivil Service classification and compensation

regulations.' This authority, I should stress, will only apply when there

is a specific reason to use it -- hence very likely many of the staff

members will be hired under the civil service system. The special

authority is not likely to be used for those engaged in support functions

for the agency such as budget, personnel, and contracts.

7

Th. concept of Civil Service exemption authority builds upon the

Once of other suCcemsful resear4 and development institutions,

ri ike Befional Science Foucdation and the National Institutes of
.

.As Obese agencies'haveleund, drawing the highest quality staff

Neiman% and development' requires staffing patterns and compensation

i specially adapted to the career patterns and professional traditions

the 00e/arli eememaity, axemition permits, for example, a system

Ailpitmememte. Distinguished atadeniciens and

bleat to a univIreity,

the 1. staff for even shorter

40*1044tiee,.the authority would

rtiaii1arly Suited for Short-term,



Wish feexibility in recruiting and the ability to pay salaries

commensurate with the type of talent that is sought, we hope to attract

to NIB the most significant names in education. But beyond our

distinguished colleagues in education, ve would also expect to attract
their counterparts fror many othL, disciplines such as sociology,

bio-chemistry, psychiatry, medicine, anthropology, and so on.

What will, these scholars
and academicians do at NIB? This question

is presently absorbing the attention of a good many thinkers and planners

and we feel a broad pattern of priorities is emerging fro°, these

deliberations, the principal
areas to which the fully functioning NIE

will address its organised talents.

Let me ftVeglo that such
speculation no way implies limiting the

scope of the organization.
In truth, as we envision NIB, the entire

mimes of educational cat :erns will be its concern. NIB will have the

ramie of capabilities required to match the wonderfully varied,

Nly s4aSeins,
hundred-sided activities of education. It will

cbiall'eith the:Concrete problems such u education of the disadvantaged
Oeteer education, higher education. But the mu and women of NIB will

.
:

aotba horosised to Lausediaq; their ytirpost will be as broad as the

8

imams of leaning itself. They will Look deeply into the lemming

( pWslaalt biologisol, and psychological aspects, to

of pare Iaeention the far reaches
=

hAd triismit it. lha knowledge

400114Sst scholars sass. is
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More concretely, I would like to sketch for yov briefly some of

the objectives and plans we have in mind in establishing the Ltstiolt-!.

First, it will seek new knowledge and new insights into educeL 0,1a1

experience. It will do basic research into the loarnitig process

all its sociological and physiological, variables. We will want to %iv-dell:aka

studies that may not lead to immediate changes in practice, such as the

.examination of the effects of chemical stimulation upon learning, as

well as studies that are likely immediately to influence present policy

and practice. It will certainly be concerned with increasing the

productivity of teachers; it will.look for line to utilise technology

to enhance the teaetor's life; it will look for ways to make education

available and deliverable to all who want it whatever their circumstances.

Second, NIB will seek useful alternatives in educational practice

in order to offer the people of this country a far wider range of

new procedures, new operations, and new products than they presently

One choice in wm7thins is simply not enougt. An elementary school

curriculum that works perfectly well in Boston, for example, could be

wholly incorrect, ineffective, and perhaps even damaging in Sim. AntoLio,

Times. And we must recognise in our schools, at every level, that there

is no single le4.:,br for individual fulfillment and success. If boys

who love to fix cars are becoming unhappy office managers, somebody is

waigilimone, talent, and happiness precious commodities that we

,

F-i(e sit'sur isitfidustaii0 40114etive peril. Re have moch.to leard about

aie4a fwd i*o-Oapooity of our iartitotioos of learning to

-
. .

0,01 mitt ts's
.
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Certainly administrative and mcnagemenc issues and problems

will be sPt topics for NIE's investigation as we try to establish closer

ties between the costs of education and its beneficiaries. For example,

we could concei7ably develop and extend to the entire Nation a plan such

as the one Ohio State University will soon begin operating in which

students will be allowed to pay for college out of the future earnings

of all students. Or perhaps busine4s ald industry could assume a

specific new tax for higher education, a talent tax that corresponds to

the number of college graduates annually engaged.

Third, we see the Institute strengthening the Nation's research and

10

development capability through the stimulation and training of new

scholars. The new respectability of educational research will, I believe,

greatly increase the number of competent profes5ional persons engaged in

the field. Even in the unlikely event of Congress appropriating a billion

dollars this year for educrtion research and development, expenditure of

such a huge sum compatible with other fields of research, might

actually cause more harm than good because there are not enough competent

people around to do the work at this level of investment. And even if

we were able to collect together all the talented people in this country

who would like nothing better than to work for the improvement of

!':44acation, we "sari neither dee organisation nor the network of conmunications

to.ebsOghtbeir efforts fruitfully,

FIX Wilt take the respOuadbi/ity of coordinating the educational

refs :Ch and dealopment efforts throLzhout the entire Federal Government



as well as providing general leadership and support to training now

taking place within uni.mrsities and laboratories. The institute will

also administer grants, institutes, and fellowships as methods of

supporting and encouraging the growth of competence in people committed

to educational research and develcpmenc.

- Fourth, the institute rill undertake the invention and perfection

of ways to deliver educational innovations we know are successful. Whitever

sort of breakthrough we achieve in teaching and learning, it will be

v3eless unless it is linked with a system for delivery that works. That

is why I maintain that NYE holds the genius of that central system,

flowing collegially, constructively, and systematically through the

education network into the clasercome of America. Systematizing the art
.

and science of teaching is one of the principal reasons for NIE. The

art ati science .,f tesizhing are very human things, 'hanging with the people

affected, and with the tiMe and place.' NIE must be more than ordinarily,

a humane institutirn.

We know there are maw sound innovations in education, methods that

- _

have proved their efiactiveness over and over again. I refer to

such techniques as peer tutoring, individual progress programs, and the

4);

wil4 of peraproieesionale in the clessroOm. But we also know. that too

a pp systems ave skilled at prOtecting thaemeives from the invasion of

ijiys asd as a ca*segutece, good techniques Lach as those I just

liaded to .o and nee, Nor* -- are serving only a fraction of the school-

g0114Maiof this Maim, illuminating ASS I said earlier, only a fraction

;.af-the darkness.



NIE's dissemination efforts will build upon and utilize the
. . .

facilities and experience of the National Center for Educational,

Communication, the Office of Education's dissemination arm, and

other &livery systems. Parallel with the growth of NIE, I see a

reshaping of the total commitment of the Office of Education to

accelerating nationwide use of tested educational improvements resulting

from NIE and other efforts. We can no longer accept a situation in which

we can deliver a new mouthwash to 200 million Americans in a matter of

weeks while a new system of education to freshen the quality of our

minds moves with glacial imperceptibility. The dissemination of NIE's
. .

products and processes is one of the principal reasons for the close

articulation with OE and its vast bum= network of States,

and classrooms.

local systems,

To summarise our thinking about the role of NIE, we believe that

the lion's share of the agency's budget would be devoted to mobilizing
.

the ablest scholars and directing their talents to comprehensive research

and development programs seeking 'solutions to education's most serious

Aproblem,. Some of these solutions will build on the best current

techniques -- and many will probe radically new approaches to learning.

All will lean heavily on development and on the invention of effective

means of trandlating ideas into readily deliverable materiels and
.

practices weighable - and Working 7! in the field. The Institute's
. . . =r "" ". .

creative atmosphere and flexible organization will enable

, its staff to tabs a bard look at the common assumptions an mellowed
-" ' 1, '

traditions of the profession end4xpose us to ourselves where we are found
= . -

ezegpstimg eelutione.
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Teams of people with
different expertise -- research and development

personnel, educators, teachers, public officials, engineers, economists,
statisticians, artists -- will be organized

around basic problems. They
will plan research and develop ent programs designed to yield new
knomledge, materials, and methods, coordinsted to provide powerful
on each problem. For example, finding

successful approaches to educating
the disadvantage6 might mean supporting a range of projects from basic

leverage

language studies to designing alternatives to formal schooling for alienated
ghetto teenagers.

Bglationahio Between HIE and OE
_ -

As many of you know, when I became
Commissioner in December several

new staff members joined me in the Office of Education. Among them
is Barry Silberman,

director of the Nacional Center for Educational
,

Research and Development,
the Office of EducaLion's present research

operation. A principal concern of his has been to reorganize MCERD

in preparation for transfer of moat of its functions into the Inecitute
:

while continuing to operate the OR research and development effort until
RIZ becomes a reality.' Berry is already assembling abb.) and lively

.

, people to reinforce the NORRD-MIE component during this period of
evOitijammt.

7 most be reeponsive
to the Office of

Education's role i serving
can educatitin

. Ilse Office of Education, for its part, oust,- ,
be LA a position to help fivatatece the questions KIR would address.
kultih*xv OR most strougthei and cop. the delivery system for promoting

:
1

in016isatitima of the 2weetioa1 roseate of educational research andt:..44;:e5c1Z ;.;7=1.

the field. Ihe*Lis a large caw role for OR in this ;



contexu dhich I call leadership and some call tachni!7-41 assistance.

Stated simply, it is that'a new idea will to delivered and sustained

not only by memoranda and journal
articles but by people on call.

To summarize, NIE would assume most activities now condurted by

the National Canter for Educational Research and Development. NIL

would become responsible for programs in basic research, ongoing

development activities, the research and development centers and

regional education lai4oratories, research training, and construction

and development facilities.of research

The Office of Education would retain its reseonsthility for

evaluation and policy-oriented
research relating to OE programs and

gathering and dissemination of statistics. Mille NIE would be

charged with designing new delivery systems for research products,.

the Office would oversee demonstration and dissemination activities

and support and deploy whatever new system the Nlig might develop.

We look to Nle to bridge the edu:arton and related research and

development activities of all federal agencies, activities largely

unconnected at the lament. NIX would act as f, clearinghouse for

information on relevant programs and provide an intellectual meeting
' ground where personnel of IrWous goveraIent agencies can reasou

Ober About educations'
problems, *Deporting oath other, avoiding

4. :Anplicaticei and crose-pUrpoee. For example, extraordinary

iestitutiersot materials 04,11 been developed by the Department

DstiAmi.' NO systematic arrest -exists for their adaptation and

Artteelatiee ejth the school
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National Foundation for Higher Education

Before closing, I would like to touch briefly on the projected

relationship between the Institute and another Administration initiative,

the Naticnal Foundation, for Higher Education. These instruments, while

15

very different, have been confused in the minds of some, perhaps because

they are both now being advanced in legislation at the same time.

In the broadest sense, the Foundation will be a new Federal vehicle

to help higher education to reform itself and renew itself and to help

it cope with the realities of increasing enrollment, new social

expectation, and accelerating technological change.
. It would be a device

to help colleges and universities decide rationally what they want to

become and, when they have organised their plans, to provide seed money

to help get thaw underway.

The need for institutional change is forcefully argued in the

recently released Newman Report on Higher Education. It states,

"The system (of higher education) with its massive inertia, resists

fundamental changes, rarely eliminates outmoded programs, ignores the

differing needs of students, seldom questions its educational goals, and

almost never creates new and different types of institutions. ". While

do not go along with all of these generalisations as applying to all
$ c

higher education, the inane is dran for all to consider.
-

'ion, we believe, will help turn'thet situation around

previdimi aid tO develop awe kinds of institutions as well es
.

those we alieedy bassi and by working toward developme-

of a nations/ policy for higher education. 'bile NU devises end teats
Y'AYtt:'Yf

hiN.eiedationsitmthods at all levels of instruction as a research body,

SCWodation will encourage the daronstratiott and adoption of promising
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practices in higher education that we already know about but haven't

fully applied. It will indeed be a foundation, not a research activity.

NIE will deal with broadly based problems and practices, at all levels

of education, while the Foundation will target on the needs and issues

of higher education alone. The same coordination mechanisms linking

NIE to the Office of Education -- boards of directors, staff exchanges,

and reporting through the Commissioner would join NIE to the Foundation.

The great problems of education have a peculiar endurance. Ignorance

lives on today as it has throughout recorded history in companionship

with learning.' The nonreader on the lower East Side of New York City

Volley is but the newest recruit to that tragic fraternity and the child

lob. rejects our educational offerings and consequently cannot benefit

from them is very nearly as commonplace as the child who flowers and

flourishes to the fullest under education's benefits. And to these

antique conundrums of society must be added year after year the

pressures and problems unique to our time and place in history and

to society's aver-rising expectations. One thinks of drugs, environment,
.

and changing career demands, to name a few.

And yet,'1 think, there is a difZeromce today from, say, 24)yenrs
,

even 10 pears. There is a far wider perception and

Understanding of our problems Ls detrimental not simply to an

or fill who ionnot rand, but to an entire Nation whose

1,414 other deprived member coolgrice a menacing subculture
.

amelioching the security and progress o* the rest, and .

host profoundly our ideals of justice and opportunity for

1." /h*O eanditift'ilmas it the oonscisnce of the "successful" more

RS



For many reasons, then, practical as well as idealistic, we have

begun to attack our educational problems and to probe our education

potential. Our approach is impassioned, as the search for truth and

justice meet always be. But it is now intended to be systematic and,

with the coming reality of tha National Institute of Edtmation,

'intelligent, humane, and productive as well

The National institute of Education is an embodiment of very

urge national aapirsti000 and with enough money, talent, and

fortitude in the face of inevitable periodic disappointment, I believe

the Institute will bring those aspirations to fulfillment.

In a Nation that has attached scientific inquiry with great

profit to nearly all of its major interests

commerce, commlaications -- it is time that
_

over-riding concern of Americans as ve wink

corns to 'adulthood.

-- medicine, industry,

calueation, perhaps the

our values should now

17


